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Dk2 where D = yMscr, a;j = o6ij. For an easy-axis ferromagnet with Hezt ]I nA, along
the easy direction, we have wSw(~) = y(H,,t + HA) + Dk2 where HA = PA&. For an easy-
plane ferromagnet with Hezt -L nA, normal to the easy direction, the dispersion relation is
us,,,(k) = {[Ok2 + yH,,t][Dk2 + -&H,,t  t HA)]}ë/ì.  In the absence of magnetic field and
in long wave length limit, we have usw(k) = CSW k where Csw = $$?& is the ìspin
wave velocityî. Note that the appearance of minimum activation energy for spin wave in
the above expressions is due to breaking of symmetry by the introduction of Hezl to the
Hamiltonian of the system.

II. Magnetization relaxation

The phenomenological description of magnetization relaxation was first introduced
by Landau and Lifshitz in 1935 by adding a term R to the magnetization dynamic equation

PI :

R;I=-~[MxF]+R.. (2)

In the language of Landau-Lifshitz, the equilibrium value of M(r,t) (the ground
state) can be approached by means of relativistic interactions only. The relaxation term
RLL has the form,

RLL = -$+f;ë[M  x [M x F]] (3)

where M2 = A42 =constant and XL is assumed to be small in accordance with the fact that
the relativistic interaction is weak.

Gilbert [2] on the other hand intoduced a slightly different relaxation form,

ti=-y* [MxF]+X&;ë[MX~~] (4)

where XG = XL, y* = y( 1$ Ai) and the dissipative force is proportional to M and opposite
in direction to that of the effective field F. Various form of relaxation term has been reported
in literature.

II- 1. Wangsness approach
Over the years, the structure of the relaxation term went through various stage of

evolution.Wangsness [3], for example, described the marcroscopic dissipation function in
the form

Q = i CLijXiXj (5).&
ij

where f_?ij is the Onsagerís coefficient, X; is a force field corresponding to a time rate change
of the parameters which describes the state of the system. Marcroscopic consideration of
Wangsness formulation leads directly to the L-L relaxation but, microscopically, it is not
valid for ferromagnet, though is acceptable for paramagnet. The symmetriL  and antisym-
metric parts of the Lij tensor describes respectively the relaxation and dynamic part of the
magnetization dynamic equation.
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The symmetric Onsagerís coefficients have an axial symmetry, C;j = L;6;j,  (,C, =
,Cz = ,Cl and & = f$) which, for an isotropic ferromagnet placed in a constant magnetic
field, is exactly the same as in the case of uniaxial ferromagnet.

11-2. Baríyakhtarís approach
During the last few decades, a commendable progress has been achieved by the

introduction of a new relaxation term Rasp [4] to Eq. (2) based on two assumptions.
First, the relaxation term is perpendicular to the dynamic part of the equation, that is,
RASP I [M x F]. S econd, the relaxation term is a linear function of the effective force
field F, (RABP)  = a;jFí.  The tensor a;j may be expressed as a;j = &6;j  - $(n;nj - S;j)

where n = M 9 M,ë.  In the L-L equation we have

Rasp = :F - i[n x [n x F]] (6)

where rr is the relaxation time of the perpendicular component of the resultant magneti-
zation, and 9 is the corresponding time for the magnetization to relax to its equilibrium
value MS(T) at a given temperature.

11-3. Callenís  approach
By assuming that l%l can be expanded in terms of M, [M x F] and [M x [M x F]]

the relaxation equation of magnetization can be readily expressed as [5]

ti = XrM - X2[M x F] - Xs[M x [M x F]] (7)

where Xi, X2,  and X3 are the unknown scalar functions of M and F and are the intrinsic
characteristics of the ferromagnet.

The above equation reduces readily to the LL equation if Xi = 0, that is, if the rate
change of the M is purely rotational. Consequently, the form of the relaxation equation is
similar to that of the Wangsness and Baríyakhtar.

Summarizing, one notices an important common feature of the equations. The mod-
ulus of the magnetic moment in these equations are not conserved while it is so for the LL
or the LLG equation.

III. Spin wave damping

Inconsistency in the spin wave damping caiculation using either microscopic or hy-
drodynamic theory in comparison with a phenomenological model using the LLG equation
in isotropic ferromagnets is obvious. For example, spin wave calculation in an exchange
approximation in isotropic ferromagnet reveals that all the phenomenological parameters
of the relativistic nature in the LLG equation has to be put to zero. That is to say, the
relaxation term in the LLG equation has to be dropped and spin wave spectrum in this
model becomes damping free. On the other hand, spin wave damping calculation using
microscopic [6] and hydrodynamic theory [7] both yield results which is directly in con-
tradiction with the one obtained by using the traditional LLG equation. A microscopic
calculation result shows that there is a damping, giving y(k) c( k4 in the long wave length
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limit, For an easy-plane ferromagnet, a hydrodynamic theory of spin wave result indicates
that spin wave damping is non-zero, giving y(k) c( w,,(k)’  = C&k2. On the other hand,
the damping obtained by using the LLG equation is

7sw(k)  = $7&1 + &?(7H t Dkí)

which is finite in the long wave length limit at H=O.
Consideration of magnon interaction with one another and with other elementary ex-

citations, and above all, with exchange interaction, leads to dispersion in damping ysw(k).
Spatial dispersion dependence of relaxation generated by the exchange interaction was first
discussed Baríyakhtar [8] b ased on Onsagerís kinetic equation.

Let dM/dt be the generalized flux, F the generalized force, the correct relaxation
term may be expressed as [8],

where Xi, is the phenomenological relaxation constants of the exchange contribution.
For an isotropic ferromagnet? the new relaxational dynamic equation has the form

ti = -7 [M x F] - 7MsX,V2F (19)

where Xi, = Xe6kl_  The spin wave damping is

-r(k) =o: wsw (k)2X,k2  = II&k4 (11)

which corresponds well with the previous microscopic and hydrodynamic theory of spin
wave calculations as remarked above.

Symmetry consideration for an easy-plane ferromagnet reveals that it possesses an
axial symmetry with respect to the anisotropy axis I-IA and behaves like a uniaxial ferro-
magnet. The relaxation term in the LLG equation on the other hand fails to exhibit any
characteristics of this nature.

For an uniaxial ferromagnet, the relaxation term has the form Ri = XikFk where Xik
is dictated by crystal symmetry. Thus, the full relaxation term can be expressed as [9]

Ri = 7h!fsXr(6ik  - TL\TLi)Fk (12)

IV. New relaxational dynamic equation

A generalized magnetization dynamics equation taking into account crystalline sym-
metry and spatial dispersion of relaxation caused by exchange interaction for the case of a
uniaxial ferromagnet can be expressed as [9]

ëM  = -7 PI X F] t rMX,[F  - n(n . F)] - 7MX,V2F, (13)

-.._ _-.
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where A, = XL (the relaxation due to relativistic interaction), X, is a phenomenological
constant describing spatial dispersion of relaxation caused by exchange interaction, n is the
unit vector along the anisotropy axis. Major differences between this and the LLG Eq., in
addition to introducing a new X,-term, is that the modulus of magnetization in Eq. (13)
is no longer conserved while it remains so in the LLG Eq.

Expressing the magnetization vector in terms of its magnitude and unit vector in the
form, M = Mm, Eq. (13) can be rewritten as follows

y-ë.m  = - [m x F] f X, [m x [F x m]]

+A, (n . F) [m x [m x n]] (14)

+A, [m x [m x V2F]],

yulb? = X,M (m. [n x [n x F]]) - MX, (rn. V2F) . (15)

Equations (14) and (15) can be used to describe damping related to the domain wall motion
and ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) 1’mewidth in the presence of a drive and transverse field

[lOI.

V. Domain wall dynamics

Energy of a planar domain wall energy in the presence of a constant external magnetic
field normal to the anisotropy axis may be expressed as

w{m}  =27rQ{Ag[19í2  + sin2 &+Jí~]  + E(sin 6 sin p

+ sin2 ti - sin iJn sin $)H)~ - 2hll cos 7%

2ht sind cos(~ - $w)} - WD{~O, $H},

(16)

where ht and hll are the transverse and drive field normalized by HK = 2K/M, and Ht =
Ht{cos  $JH, sin J!IH, 0}, and de and v = $JH are the polar and azimuthal magnetization angles
inside domains. The polar angle 190  is determined by the relation

sin 290  cos tin - ht cos 190 - hll sin 290  = 0,

and wo{tin,$H}  is energy density inside domains.

(17)

Derivation of the Slonczewskiís type equations [ll] can be obtained by carrying out
the integration of z9(y,t) and v(t) over the domain wall proper, taking into account the
dependency of changes of the modulus of magnetization ,U = M - &f, upon 19(y, t) and v(t).
The structure of the moving domain wall is assumed to be unchanged from its static shape
given in Ref. [la], that is,

sin 19 = sin 19~ +
cosz  do

cash u + sin 190

@)= ë$ëH  + $ë(t)  {u (u +  4)

?L = Y - Q(t)
A ’

-u(.-;I},

(18)

L-...  ___
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